OSU Cowboys Pick: OSU Set Em Up Joe x OSU Waywards Pick

With a big hip and strong topline, this striking gelding is sired by a son of Mr Sun O Lena and out of a daughter of Sixes Pick. This good minded colt is a well-muscled and balanced prospect that is willing to please. He has been ridden outside as well as in the arena and has a great foundation with about 50 rides. He is soft in the bridle, has a nice stop and turnaround, and will travel out nicely on a loose rein. He will be the top pick in a string, or will excel in the performance pen.
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OSU Double Take: OSU Set Em Up Joe x OSU Double Babe
This filly will make you look twice. She is feminine, well-balanced, deep bodied and has the papers to match. With approximately 45 rides, she is soft in the mouth and naturally finds the ground while stopping. She has been introduced to cattle, tracked the hot heels, had ropes swung on her, and has drug different items. With a great foundation on the ground and easy demeanor in the saddle, this filly is versatile enough for the ranch or the show pen, and then to produce excellent offspring.
Genetic Testing: GBED: N/G

OSU Shining Cowgirl: OSU Set Em Up Joe x Cowboys Shining 701
With a pretty neck, big hip, and naturally low headset, this filly is refined enough to go to a show pen or be a stand out at the ranch. She is cowy, athletic in her turns and stops, and smooth riding. She enjoys working under saddle and moves off of leg pressure well. She has been introduced to cattle, had a rope swung off her, and drug cones. This filly also has a nice set of papers and would make a nice addition to the broodmare herd. Genetic Testing: GBED: N/N

OSU Cowboy Up: OSU Set Em Up Joe x Nugget Red Bucksis
This well-minded gelding is ready for the ranch. With 45 days under saddle, this gelding responds well to leg pressure, is soft in the bridle, and can be easily ridden on a loose rein. He has been introduced to cattle, has tracked a hot-heels, had a rope swung off him, and will drag small objects. He has been ridden in the pasture and through water with ease. His laid-back temperament and willingness to please makes him an incredible asset to any ranch.

OSU Nuggets Cowboy: OSU Set Em Up Joe x Nuggets Blend
Big bodied and heavy muscled gelding with a comfortable ground covering stride. This mature colt has a soft eye and is gentle being handled and under saddle. He has been ridden in the pasture and arena, had ropes thrown off of him and started on the hot heels. He is soft in his transitions and gives to pressure when asked. He is heavy boned and will make a great roping or ranch-using prospect. This strong yet quiet gelding will excel at covering ground out on the ranch.

Horses are sired by OSU Set Em Up Joe, an own son of AQHA and NCHA Champion, Mr Sun O Lena (52 AQHA pts, $37,686 earnings).